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The New Rules of Wedding Dress Shopping,
According to a Real Bride

A blogger and body acceptance advocate gets real about feeling empowered in your

own skin.
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Searching for a wedding dress can be equal parts exciting and intimidating, especially if you're

feeling self-conscious about having all eyes on you on your wedding day. Plus, with so many

styles and choices out there, it can be easy to get overwhelmed. That's why we consulted

blogger and body acceptance advocate Kelsey Breisinger (aka @kelclight) on how she's making

the process her own as she gets ready to walk down the aisle.

Kelsey and her fiancé, Jamie Byron, plan to wed at a Spanish-style mansion on Florida's Sarasota

Bay next March. Their goal is to marry (pun intended) the best parts of an elegant affair and a

laid-back backyard ceremony. But before getting to celebrate with her nearest and dearest,

Kelsey had to find the dress (or dresses!) she'd be wearing. Read on to see her top advice and

discover the new rules of wedding dress shopping, so you can find your perfect look, too.

Going into her initial bridal shopping appointment, Kelsey had a pretty clear idea of the kind of

dress she wanted—specifically one with an A-line skirt and a corset bodice with a square

neckline—but she knew that may not be what she'd walk out with. "I tried on every type of style,

which is typically what consultants recommend so you'll know what they look like on [your

body]. I feel it's the same with wedding rings. You can say you really like a certain style, but you

have to see it on your finger to know if you love it."

And after visiting three bridal boutiques, it was safe to say Kelsey had become somewhat of an

expert. But one of her experiences that really stood out was the hands-on environment at a

Vow'd location in Nashville. "I loved that Vow'd allowed me to physically shop for the dress. The

other places I went to, back in my hometown, pulled dresses for me based on my inspo, but I

really liked that the consultant at Vow'd took me around, and I could touch every dress…I really,

really enjoyed the immersive shopping experience there."

The casual, laid-back atmosphere of the Vow'd boutique also helped set the tone for Kelsey.

"The colors in there were bright and fun—they're there to make it a fun experience, rather than

a super serious and stressful one." Plus, she adds, "Their pricing is just insane. It's so good—so

accessible." Every dress can be purchased for less than $2,000.

Even as a proud body acceptance advocate, Kelsey had her own insecurities to face when she

started her search. "Though I've grown as a person and grown into my beliefs, and loving myself,

over the years, this was the first moment that I've really felt nervous to try on dresses because

of my body," Kelsey remembers. "No matter what size you are, when you try something on and it

doesn't fit, it doesn't feel good. So I went in really nervous, and I went out having had the best

experience ever."

Kelsey says finding a boutique like Vow'd, which caters to all shapes and sizes, can make the

biggest difference. "Going into an environment that's really relaxing and welcoming and carries

up to a [size] 22/24 is amazing—it's extremely inclusive." Kelsey also shared a tip for overcoming

negative thoughts and misconceptions: "Stop yourself as soon as you hear your inner thoughts

being negative about your body. Pretend there's two people in your brain, and there's one

person who wants the best for you and there's one who doesn't," she says. "You have to tell the

negative voice that what they're saying is not true, that this is a temporary feeling, 'this isn't

how I feel all the time,' and move on."

With her mom, aunt, sisters and future mother- and sister-in-law in tow, there were a lot of

opinions to balance when it came to finding Kelsey's perfect dress—including her own. "I do a

good job of saying what I want and what I don't want, and I also think that with my being in the

fashion industry, my family kind of [understood], 'Oh this is her thing, we won't overstep,' you

know? But that's a huge thing for a lot of brides—they get a ton of input," she says.

Kelsey set herself up for success by creating and sharing a vision board with her loved ones

ahead of time, featuring the styles and design details she had in mind for her dress. "I said, 'This

is what my vision is, this is ideally what I'm looking for. I'd be happy to try on other dresses that

you guys like,'" which she did, "But at the end of the day, at least giving them that vision board

allowed them to think, 'Okay, if I pick dresses out, this is what she wants, this is what she's going

for.' It helped a lot."

The number one tip Kelsey would pass on to brides actually comes from TikTok. "Have

somebody at the appointment be in charge of filming every dress—not when you're posed, but

when you're walking up to the stand, when you're walking back, when you're walking around—

so that you can look back at those videos and see, 'Oh this is how I look relaxed, this is how I

look from the side.'" When reviewing the footage from the day, Kelsey could even see how her

face lit up in some dresses more than in others. And having an archive of real-time try-ons

ultimately helped her make her choice.

There's a lot of hype (and pressure) when it comes to finding the dress. Some brides swear

they'll know as soon as they lay eyes on it, but Kelsey doesn't think it's a decision that should be

made on the fly. "We all hear growing up about getting a feeling when you know it's the one.

And for me, I honestly teared up for a few different dresses because I was so emotional on the

day, and I think that gave me reassurance that I should wait to say yes…I know that could seem

controversial. It is really fun holding up the [I said, "yes"] sign or at Vow'd throwing confetti, but I

always recommend to friends to at least go to two to three shops."

Bride goggles are real! Of course, you should trust your instincts, but no one wants to feel

buyer's remorse when it comes to their wedding dress, a fact Kelsey can attest to. "[There was]

one dress I was going to say yes to but didn't." Wanting to feel confident in her choice, Kelsey

chose to take time to reflect on her options before ultimately making a decision. "Because I said

yes to the dress later, I really made sure it was what I wanted." Now, the bride-to-be has

successfully found two dresses "...and counting!" she says.

Kelsey says it best: "If you feel good, you look good, so make sure you pick a dress that you

absolutely love and feel amazing in." For example, Kelsey loved the fitted look of a mermaid-

style silhouette but knew that feeling restricted wasn't for her. "I know myself, and I do not want

to put any unnecessary pressure on myself to look a certain way on my wedding day. I want to

be able to eat, I want to be able to drink, I want to be able to be comfortable. And that definition

of being comfortable is different for everybody, so that's why I say, no matter what dress you

choose, make sure that you are so comfortable, you're in love with it and you're not picking it

because you want to look a certain way or somebody else wants you to look a certain way."

On dress shopping and planning a wedding in general, when stress comes to a head, Kelsey says,

"I try to remind myself, 'You're in it. This is it. So, you need to take everything in and enjoy it,

because it's going to be gone like that.'" Though fittings and hemlines may not be the things

you'll miss about this time in your life, it's all part of the experience, so take a step back and

appreciate it.

And above all else, keep your eyes on the prize. "Stay focused on the big picture. You're working

toward something that will mark one of the happiest moments of your life, so try not to get lost

in the details you can't control." And, Kelsey adds, "Remind yourself that the point of the

wedding is to marry your person, and at the end of the day, that's really all that should matter."

Whether you're looking for modern, of-the-moment trends or more traditional styles, Vow'd

has a dress for every bride (and bridesmaid!). Book an appointment online or find a location

near you to learn more and start shopping.

by Sarah Fine
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